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Origin of in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in CoFeB amorphous ferromagnetic thin films
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Describing the origin of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UMA) is generally problematic in systems other
than single crystals. We demonstrate an in-plane UMA in amorphous CoFeB films on GaAs(001) which has
the expected symmetry of the interface anisotropy in ferromagnetic films on GaAs(001), but strength which
is independent of, rather than in inverse proportion to, the film thickness. We show that this volume UMA
is consistent with a bond-orientational anisotropy, which propagates the interface-induced UMA through the
thickness of the amorphous film. It is explained how, in general, this mechanism may describe the origin of
in-plane UMAs in amorphous ferromagnetic films.
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Magnetic materials possessing a uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy (UMA) find many important applications in fields
such as information storage and magnetic field sensors. For
example, materials possessing a uniaxial perpendicular to the
plane magnetic anisotropy (PMA) have been used in magnetic
recording media such as hard disk drives (HDDs), while ferro-
magnetic (FM) thin films with an in-plane UMA component,
particularly CoFe-based alloys, are becoming increasingly
important for applications in the rapidly developing field of
spintronics. In particular, CoFeB thin films are routinely used
in a range of studies, including tunneling magnetoresistance1

and current-induced magnetization switching,2 and are utilized
in commercial applications such as HDD read-heads and
magnetic random access memories. Therefore, proper under-
standing of the microstructural origins of the anisotropy in this
system is of great technological, in addition to fundamental,
importance.

In magnetic thin films, the “effective” magnetic anisotropy
constants (Keff) are generally described in terms of volume
(Kvol) and interface (K int) contributions as

Keff
a = Kvol

a + K int
a /tM,

where a = U(⊥), 1, 2, etc., describe uniaxial (perpendicular),
first and second order cubic anisotropies, and so forth, and tM
is the magnetic film thickness. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
having its origin in spin-orbit coupling and reflecting the crys-
tal symmetry, often accounts for the volume contribution in
crystalline materials, whereas strain or spin-orbit interactions
at the interface can account for the interface contribution.

It is also possible for an amorphous material to possess
a volume UMA, although it can be unclear exactly what
the microstructural origin of such a contribution can be.
For example, certain rare earth–transition metal (RE-TM)
intermetallic compounds possess a PMA which is a vol-
ume contribution. The mechanism for the volume PMA
in amorphous RE-TMs has been extensively debated, with
“bond-orientational” anisotropy (BOA) emerging as the most
commonly suggested mechanism.3–5 BOA refers to a medium-
to long-range microstructural anisotropy corresponding to
orientational correlation of anisotropic local coordination
polyhedra.4,6 The Néel-Taniguchi (N-T)7 directional pair-
ordering model is also frequently suggested; within this

model PMA is introduced via anisotropic dipole-like coupling
between individual atom-pairs: anisotropic chemical ordering
of near-neighbor atoms in randomly oriented coordination
polyhedra results.

In this Brief Report we show that the in-plane UMA
observed in prototypical amorphous CoFeB films on GaAs,
previously assumed to be purely an interface contribution, is
in fact a volume anisotropy that is seeded by an interface
interaction during the growth. By studying the effects of
varying the film thickness and composition, and by applying
elastic strain, we show that the microstructural origin of the
volume UMA in this system is consistent only with the BOA
model. This should also be the origin of the UMA in such films,
whatever is the azimuthal symmetry breaking mechanism
during the film deposition—be it an applied magnetic field,
interface interaction, or oblique deposition geometry.

A GaAs(001) epilayer was deposited onto a 2-in.-diameter
GaAs(001) wafer by III-V molecular beam epitaxy and
capped with arsenic to prevent oxidation. The wafer was
diced into 8 × 8–mm2 pieces and mounted in an ultrahigh-
vacuum deposition system. After thermally desorbing the As
passivation and allowing the epilayers to cool to 45 ◦C under ul-
trahigh vacuum, CoFeB[tM]/Ta[2 nm] and CoFe[tM]/Ta[2 nm]
films were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering at normal
incidence: no magnetic field was applied during deposition,
and the residual (toroidal) field from the sources was less
than 0.1 Oe at the sample position. The tM values were
in the range 3.5–20.0 nm, and alloy sputter targets of the
stated compositions were used. (CoFe)80B20 (at%) films are
amorphous,8,9 while Co70Fe30 films grow epitaxially with a bcc
structure and (001) orientation.10 Magnetic characterization of
the samples was performed at low temperature using vibrating
sample (VSM; 10 K) and SQUID (25–250 K) magnetometries,
following initial characterization at room temperature using
magneto-optical Kerr-effect magnetometry. Piezo-actuated
devices were fabricated to apply elastic strain: the GaAs
substrate was partially etched away from ∼3 × 2–mm2

pieces of the Co40Fe40B20[20 nm]/GaAs(001) sample, to
leave ∼150 μm GaAs, and were bonded onto commercial
piezotransducers. Details of the fabrication of such devices
using (Ga,Mn)As epilayers are given in Ref. 11. The transducer
is aligned to ∼5◦ of the GaAs[110] direction, and applying
a voltage of +150 V (−50 V) results in uniaxial tensile
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FIG. 1. (Color online) VSM hysteresis loops for prototype
sputtered epitaxial Co70Fe30 films on GaAs(001), measured along
GaAs[110] at 10 K. The effective uniaxial anisotropy dies off with
increasing film thickness, as anticipated. Data are offset for clarity.

(compressive) strain nominally along the GaAs[110] direction,
with concomitant compressive (tensile) strain along [110].
Between V = −50 V and V = +150 V, strain is ∼4 × 10−4

at 150 K from strain-gauge measurements.
First, we present the experimental evidence to establish

that the UMA is a volume contribution and that it is seeded
by the interface. Inducing in-plane volume UMA during film
deposition requires azimuthal symmetry to be broken: this is
typically achieved by applying an in-plane magnetic field12 or
using a deposition geometry whereby the atomic flux impinges
at an angle to the substrate normal.13 In the absence of
such symmetry breaking, random local magnetic anisotropy
results, due to short-range ordering in the amorphous FM.
Alternatively, and of particular relevance in spintronics, in-
plane UMA is found in epitaxial FM metal films deposited
onto the (001) surface of III-V semiconductors.10,14,15 In these
systems an interface UMA arises, with a uniaxial easy axis
(UEA) along, for example, the [110] direction of GaAs(001).
Amorphous CoFeB films on GaAs(001) also exhibit interface-
induced UMA:8 this interface interaction results in azimuthal
symmetry breaking during growth.

Figure 1 shows VSM hysteresis loops along the uniaxial
hard-axis (UHA) for prototypical epitaxial Co70Fe30 films on
GaAs(001). The UEAs in Co70Fe30 films are along GaAs[110]
and UHA along [110]: as expected for UMA arising due to
the interface interaction with GaAs(001). For thinner films,
characteristic two-stage magnetization reversal is observed
due to competition between cubic (volume) and uniaxial
(interface) anisotropy contributions of similar strength;10,14,16

in the thickest film the interfacial UMA is significantly weaker
than the volume cubic anisotropy. Conventional behavior in
these epitaxial films confirms that the UMA is attributable to
the interface interaction with GaAs(001).

VSM hysteresis loops for CoFeB films, of various thick-
nesses and compositions, on GaAs(001), are shown in Fig. 2.
In all cases, strong UMA is observed with UEA along

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2. (Color online) VSM hysteresis loops for sputtered CoFeB
films on GaAs(001), measured along GaAs[110] at 10 K. CoFeB alloy
compositions are (a) Co68Fe22B10, (b) Co40Fe40B20, (c) Co60Fe20B20,
and (d) Co20Fe60B20. Data are offset for clarity.

the GaAs[110] and UHA along [110]; consistent with the
direction of interfacial UMA in FM/GaAs(001), for example,
Refs. 8,14,15 and Fig. 1. All samples exhibit anhysteretic hard-
axis reversal, with small departures due to slight misalignment
(∼2◦) between the film plane and the applied measurement
field. The anisotropy field HK = 2Keff

U /MS provides a direct
measure of the effective UMA constant Keff

U for an FM
with saturation magnetization MS: amorphous CoFeB films
deposited in an applied magnetic field typically have HK ∼
40 Oe (corresponding to Keff

U ∼ 2 × 104 erg/cm3), for exam-
ple, Ref. 17, and HK ∼ 70 Oe has been found in Co68Fe24Zr8.12

Thus, despite the absence of an applied magnetic field during
film deposition, we find a significantly enhanced UMA,
with HK ∼ 150 Oe (Keff

U ∼ 8 × 104 erg/cm3), in amorphous
CoFeB on GaAs(001). UMA of such strength has previously
been observed in amorphous CoFeB films deposited at oblique
incidence,13 confirming that the UMA should be related in
some way to anisotropy in the film microstructure.18 However,
our films were deposited at normal incidence.

Most importantly, we observe a surprising thickness de-
pendence of UMA for (CoFe)80B20 films on GaAs(001). The
UMA is independent of, rather than inversely proportional to,
the thickness of the amorphous FM film.

Figure 3 summarizes the thickness dependence of HK

from Co70Fe30 and CoFeB films, from Figs. 1 and 2. For
epitaxial Co70Fe30, HK is roughly in inverse proportion to
thickness, characteristic of an interface anisotropy.19 However,
for (CoFe)80B20 films, HK ∼ 150 Oe and shows no significant
thickness (or composition) dependence, demonstrating that the
UMA is, in fact, a volume anisotropy rather than the interface
anisotropy which one may naı̈vely predict.

We now consider the mechanisms by which we may
anticipate a volume UMA to arise in an amorphous film
as the result of an interfacial interaction. Theoretical work
by Fu and Mansuripur,20 considering the orientation of pair
bonds in an amorphous film (thus encapsulating the N-T
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Inverse thickness dependence of the
uniaxial anisotropy field HK in epitaxial Co70Fe30 and in amorphous
Co68Fe22B10, Co40Fe40B20, Co20Fe60B20, and Co60Fe20B20. Thick
lines are guides for the eye and the dashed line represents the volume
contribution to the anisotropy in Co68Fe22B10.

and/or BOA models), demonstrated that a volume UMA results
due to the Boltzmann distribution of bond orientations: this
anisotropic distribution is induced by the initial magnetization
of the growing film. While Ref. 20 specifically considered
volume PMA in amorphous ferrimagnetic RE-TM films,
the same principle (with the exception that the sign of the
intersublattice coupling makes PMA unfavorable due to shape
anisotropy) holds for in-plane UMA in any amorphous FM
film. Thus, whichever microstructural mechanism generally
provides volume UMA in CoFeB, the interface anisotropy
due to the GaAs(001) substrate should seed a volume UMA
in the amorphous CoFeB film with UEA along the GaAs[110]
direction; this is demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3.

Given that either of the proposed microstructural mecha-
nisms for UMA in amorphous FM films may be expected to
produce a volume UMA in CoFeB on GaAs(001), we look
now to distinguish the N-T and BOA mechanisms by other
means. We note that most techniques capable of providing
“direct” microstructural information on amorphous ultrathin
films, for example, diffraction or spectroscopy methods, yield
ensemble-averaged, one-dimensional information (radial pair-
distribution functions, etc.):3–5,17,21,22 these techniques are
typically unable to clearly distinguish the microstructural
origin of UMA, particularly in CoFe-based amorphous alloys.

In many RE-TM alloys the PMA is found to be strongly
composition dependent: however, this is dominated by the
large orbital magnetic moment of the 4f shell in the REs
(with the exception of Gd). As Fe and Co are similar in
terms of atomic volume, bonding coordination, and (partially
quenched) orbital magnetic moment—certainly not the case
for TMs and REs—one may expect that the composition
dependence of the UMA in CoFe-based amorphous alloys
may allow us to differentiate N-T and BOA mechanisms.

We may estimate the UMA which may be anticipated
in the case of the N-T mechanism by considering, as an
analog to CoFeB, random polycrystalline CoxFe(1−x) alloys:

the volume UMA then is K
vol,N-T
U = ax2(1 − x)2(TC − Td),23

where TC ≈ 1300 K is the Curie temperature and Td ≈ 320 K is
the deposition temperature. Taking the weakly composition-
dependent empirical prefactor a ∼ 600 erg/cm3 · K ,23 and
the measured MS ≈ 1100 emu/cm3 for Co40Fe40B20, results
in UMA with K

vol,N-T
U ∼ 3.5 × 104 erg/cm3 (giving H N-T

K ∼
70 Oe) for an equal Co:Fe ratio. Given the approximations
employed, this value is reasonably close to our experimental
result. However, strong compositional dependence of the
UMA is expected within the N-T model—which we do
not observe in our films. The maximum K

vol,N-T
U should

be observed for equal Co:Fe compositions, with the UMA
diminishing rapidly as the composition, x, varies. However, we
find very weak composition dependence in (CoFe)80B20 alloys
(Figs. 2 and 3), incompatible with the strong composition
dependence expected for N-T pair anisotropy.

Within the BOA model bonding is not specifically chem-
ically dependent; one may expect negligible microstructural
variation upon substituting similar atomic species such as
Co and Fe. The UMA is the result of a combination
of medium-range “anelastic” microscopic and long-range
elastic macroscopic strains, produced due to the anisotropic
orientation of local coordination polyhedra: anelastic strain
is temporarily nonrecoverable, for example, after removing
stress but, in many cases, may be recovered by annealing.
Anelastic microscopic strain εa may be up to ∼5 times greater
than the resulting elastic macroscopic strain ε in both FM
TM-metalloid alloys6 and amorphous RE-TM ferrimagnets.4

A weak change in UMA may be expected with varying Co:Fe
composition within the BOA picture, due to the composition-
dependent magnetostriction in amorphous (CoFe)80B20 alloys.

In polycrystalline FMs deposited in an applied magnetic
field, elastic strain-magnetostriction (SM) anisotropy, caused
by the inability of the FM film to deform under magnetization
rotation due to the constraint at the substrate, may result
in a volume UMA. The anisotropy constant in this case
is commonly approximated as K

vol,SM
U ∼ 3

2Yλ2, where λ is
the (polycrystal averaged) Joule magnetostriction and Y the
Young’s modulus.24,25 While the elastic SM mechanism alone
should not arise in an amorphous FM due to the lack of long-
range structural coordination, it is instructive to determine the
macroscopic elastic strain response of amorphous Co40Fe40B20

on GaAs(001).
Hysteresis loops for a piezo-actuated device are shown in

Fig. 4: the magnetic field is applied along the nominal UHA,
and applied macroscopic strain causes UHA to rotate slightly
from the field direction.11 There is a clear change in UMA due
to the applied strain,�Kvol

U , which may be determined from

the difference in the integrals
∫ MS

0 H (M)dM for the hysteresis
loops in Fig. 4: from which �Kvol

U ≈ 2.2 × 104 erg/cm3. The
change in UMA under macroscopic stress, σ , is �Kvol

U (σ ) =
λσ : thus under applied macroscopic strain, λ = �Kvol

U (ε)/Yε.
Taking Y = 162 GPa,26 we find λ ≈ 3.5 × 10−5: consistent
with what may be anticipated for (CoFe)80B20 alloy films.9,13

Thus, as K
vol,SM
U ∼ 3�Kvol

U (ε)2/2Yε2 ∼ 3 × 104 erg/cm3,
one would expect that solely elastic SM in (CoFe)80B20 may
produce UMA with HK ∼ 50 Oe. Thus, this is consistent
with the UMA with HK ∼ 150 Oe found in (CoFe)80B20 on
GaAs(001) being due to the combination of elastic long-range,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) SQUID hysteresis loops for amorphous
Co40Fe40B20[20 nm] on GaAs(001), measured along GaAs[110] at
150K. Loops for piezo-actuated devices with voltages +150 V and
−50 V, and without piezo-transducer, are shown, offset for clarity.

and stronger anelastic medium-range, strains which arise via
the BOA mechanism.

In films with a lower B concentration (∼4%) the bcc-like
CoFe structure has been shown to be distorted due to the
glass-forming metalloid additive in combination with oblique
deposition, resulting in large HK ∼ 500 Oe.27 As the local
atomic structure in Co68Fe22B10 films should also be more
closely related to a (distorted) bcc crystal than that for
(CoFe)80B20,9,21 the locally bcc-like structure may result in

the observed weak residual interfacial UMA. Anisotropic
bonding is intrinsic to such a distorted bcc-like local structure:
the strong volume UMA may also be anticipated within the
BOA mechanism due to the larger Y and λ in Co68Fe22B10

[and (CoFe)96B4] over (CoFe)80B20.9,26 Thus, as in Fig. 3,
the UMA in disordered Co68Fe22B10 comprises an admixture
of thickness-dependent and -independent UMA terms found,
respectively, in crystalline and amorphous FM films.

Finally, we comment on why the volume UMA due to
oblique deposition or interface interaction dominates over
that due to applied magnetic field during deposition.8,13,17

During the initial stages of growth, a magnetic field alone
may induce BOA by aligning the magnetic moments μ,
and hence microstructure, of isolated superparamagnetic
coordination clusters, typically with ∼10 atoms21 and hence
μ ∼ 20 μB. The degree of orientational alignment along
the applied field direction follows the Langevin function
and, for such clusters, should be relatively small due to the
typical applied field of hundreds of oersteds;8,12,17 this results
in a weak initial BOA due to the applied magnetic field,
which is then propagated through the growing amorphous FM
film.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an in-plane
volume UMA may be produced in prototypical amorphous
CoFeB thin films on GaAs(001) as a consequence of the
interface interaction. The UMA has characteristics consistent
only with the BOA: we suggest that this microstructural
mechanism may also be the means by which in-plane UMAs
arise in FM amorphous alloy films deposited in a magnetic
field or at oblique incidence.
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